chapters especially this is apt, for Leader resists our kneejerk desire always to find skepticism and reproof in Dickinson's treatment of religious thought. The literary space for their ethical treatment of the material world, argues Leader, stems not from their revisions to Reformed typology but from the very structure of typology itself. Yet Jonathan Edwards's use of typology of course ultimately does privilege the divine antitype, which is regarded as the teleological fulfillment of the lesser material types that precede it; there is a power differential even if there is mutual relation. Leader's emphasis on mutual relation and the cherishing of material types allows her to make a crucial distinction between typology and its counterparts-and enables Leader to offer a compelling alternative to Sacvan Bercovitch's suspicious reading of typology as fundamental to a troubling American exceptionalism. Because Leader aims, rightly I think, to push against received wisdom about Edwards and the role of Reformed thought in American literary history, her approach is genuinely productive. It does, however, risk eliding the political, and one wonders what it might look like to merge Leader's positive reading of typology with a more suspicious reading: Where does the promise of mutuality fail? In what iterations does this potentially ethical structure fail to be ethical? How does this structure of thought facilitate or undermine the rhetoric of slavery or war? But these lingering questions are less gaps in the book than thoughts provoked by its fresh, rigorous analysis of typological poetics. Altogether, Leader has offered us a vibrant, deeply learned book that trains us to read this poetics and thereby to recognize the under-examined contours and stakes of a crucial structure of American thought. Gender (1984) to some of the poet's contemporaries (Helen Hunt Jackson and Mabel Loomis Todd) and successors (Marianne Moore, Sylvia Plath, Elizabeth Bishop, and -in less detailMuriel Rukeyser). Her goal is not to document Dickinson's direct influence on her fellow women writers so much as to show how each used Dickinson "to clarify what is at stake in personal and professional battles of their own" (6). There are multiple stories here, often overlapping, of literary ambition, erotic exploration and concealment, and daughterly obedience or rebellion with respect to the authors' own mothers and the literary foremother who could neither be ignored nor understood. "In this book," Pollak declares, "I describe attempts to normalize a poet who refuses to be normalized" (263) and concludes that "Dickinson represents the intimacies of difference: the sociability that draws us together and the profound self-absorption that keeps us apart" (266).
JANE DONAHUE EBERWEIN
A strength of this book is Pollak's care in reminding her readers of Dickinson's changing reputation over the course of this narrative. Of her subjects, only Jackson directly met the reclusive poet, and Pollak reminds us that when she chose "Success" for A Masque of Poets, "H. H." had access to a relatively small, unrepresentative sampling of poems: those made available to her by Thomas Wentworth Higginson along with the few Dickinson herself shared in letters (nature poems, chiefly, that were wholly unreflective of Dickinson's psychologically charged writings). Mabel Loomis Todd had access to many poem manuscripts in their original fascicle arrangements; she had also corresponded with the poet and spent much time at the Homestead without meeting her. Our Emily Dickinsons is not intended to offer groundbreaking perspectives on Dickinson's poetry nor, aside from the chapter on Jackson, on internal conflicts that caused her to avoid self-exposure as a poet even as she laid the groundwork for her poems' survival. It also avoids stretching evidence to claim Dickinson as the prime inspiration for any of these other writers. Rather, Pollak focuses on women writers who tried to make sense of their most notable progenitor's psychological complexities and professional choices based on incomplete, flawed, but everexpanding texts and novelistic life sketches. Their own complex situations drove their reactions. Carefully safeguarding her own and her husband's deviations from genteel respectability, Todd found it useful to represent Dickinson as a brilliantly gifted but quietly content home-keeping woman who suffered no romantic disaster and who simply chose to circulate poems only among close friends. Plath, with her driving ambition, struggled to comprehend Dickinson's apparent lack of that passion. As a self-consciously heterosexual woman intent on establishing herself as wife and mother as well as author, Plath felt entitled to greater amplitude of personal fulfillment. Bishop, cautiously self-protective in the Cold War environment that punished deviance from conventional gender norms, rejected biographical speculations that threatened Dickinson's privacy; she also objected to critics ranking women writers apart from their male competitors. Moore, too, opted increasingly for silence or restraint, "defending not only the wholesomeness of Dickinson's life but also choices she herself had made" (151).
Pollak characterizes responses by all these writers as "self-questioning and self-justifying" (17). Jackson's pressure on her Amherst friend to make poems available for immediate or posthumous publication reflected her own quite practical commitment to professional authorship even though she shared her friend's aversion to personal exposure. Todd's energetic efforts to publish and promote Dickinson's poems provided an outlet for her own ambition while helping her negotiate complex relationships with Austin, Susan, and Lavinia Dickinson. Moore, whom Pollak likens to Dickinson as another "wholly nonnotorious personality" (150), admired her predecessor's resilience. Plath experienced "an uneasy bond" with the precursor whose "insights into the gendered psychology of victimhood" she found "inspiring" (205). Bishop, criticizing Dickinson as "an overly demanding friend" (231) preferred Whitman as forebear because he drew on "common experience" (252). Rukeyser "deployed Dickinson as a symbol of natural waste, loss, penalties, guilts" whose delayed emergence as a literary figure ignored "the rights of the reader" (6, 7). These analyses are supported by astute readings of poems (often in conjunction), as when Pollak reads Moore's "Marriage" in light of "Rearrange a 'Wife's' Affection!" (Fr267).
Among the thirty photographs integrated into this book are images of Moore, Plath, and Bishop with their mothers, and Pollak attends thoughtfully to the inordinate influence of Mary Warner Moore and Aurelia Schober Plath on their daughters. At the other extreme are the family stories of Helen Hunt Jackson, whose mother died young, and Elizabeth Bishop, whose mother was permanently confined to a mental institution when her daughter was only five. Dickinson, who famously (and, of course, falsely) declared "I never had a mother" (L342B), became a puzzling mother figure to later women poets, whose responses to her reflected their domestic narratives as well as professional experiences. Pollak devotes considerable attention to how Moore, too, failed to meet Plath's hopes for a literary parent-protector even as Plath aspired to overshadow Dickinson, Moore, and her own generation of women poets.
While focusing on each writer in her historical moment, Pollak steadily reminds her readers that none of them, from Jackson through Rukeyser, knew Emily Dickinson in the ways we do now. She writes for us who read poems and letters in Franklin's and Miller's editions and on-line sites, who have been influenced by poet-critics like Susan Howe and Cynthia Hogue, biographers from Richard Sewall to Lyndall Gordon, and a host of literary scholars. "Today's Dickinson is less 'spasmodic' (L265) than she used to be," Pollak finds. "She has more agency and she arouses less anxiety of gendered authorship.... Inspired by brilliant theorists such as Susan Howe, we are learning to forget that there was ever a Dickinson who was considered shameful" (9). Even so, we can be grateful that Pollak uncovers for us stories of how these exceptional women both struggled to fit into and resisted being constrained by that familiar white dress sketched in the book's cover design. 
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